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ABSTRACT

Today, it is not exceptional for an institution to own several different autonomous underwater vehicles. Despite the nice effect of having multiple platforms available, this can easily become a challenge for the user and even more for a system designer. Each vehicle is usually equipped with a native control system and hardware specific modules. The Fraunhofer Application Center System Technology in Ilmenau (Germany) currently possesses three underwater vehicles (both autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) and remotely operated vehicles (ROV)); another novel vessel is being developed. All are equipped with individual guidance systems. Thus, modifying and creating new software, planning missions and evaluating them has to be done in very different ways. This fact shows the necessity to develop a new software framework for underwater vehicles. It is called ConSys (short for Control System) and offers several features that will be described in this paper.

Index Terms— Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV), Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV)

1. INTRODUCTION

The Fraunhofer Application Center owns three underwater vehicles. Each vehicle has its individual control system that is very different from the others with respect to software module creation or modification, mission planning and evaluation. An ongoing project dealing with the construction of a new AUV (up to 6000m) for deep sea missions will provide us with another vehicle in the near future.

Operating those autonomous systems from different vendors is a challenge for the crews. Beside different mission preparation tasks like battery charging, sensor and actuator checks and communication setup, the mission planning procedures vary entirely from vehicle to vehicle. Typically, expert knowledge is required to plan and monitor the mission as well as to evaluate the collected data. While the data post processing and evaluation is an automatable job, planning and monitoring are usually time consuming and often error sources.

By creating an AUV of our own we were given the opportunity to develop an adaptable software framework for underwater vehicles called ConSys with the following characteristics:

- **Framework structure and communication:** supports for modular control systems with simple and powerful inter process communication mechanisms,
- **Abstraction layer:** complete abstraction layer for all needed interfaces to the underlying operating system, sensor and actor buses,
- **Graphical user interface:** easy to use, extensible, task-oriented application for mission planning and evaluation,
- **Vehicle independent control system:** support for development of a vehicle independent control system for AUVs and ROVs, including autonomous and teleoperated manipulation capabilities.
- **Messaging data structures:** based upon the framework infrastructure a number of domain-specific data structures are defined to distribute all required information between the AUV’s software modules. For other use cases only new data structures are needed to create a very different control system.\(^1\)

All three available vehicles to test and validate the software framework are of different size, weight as well as propulsion and steering configuration. The smallest vehicle called Seebaer is derived from a mine-disposal vehicle and equipped with a pan-tilt-zoom color camera (length: 1.30 m, weight: 40 kg, Fig. 1(a). It is powered by four stern thrusters and a vertical thruster located at the center of gravity and controllable via a fiber-optic link.

1The idea of domain-specific data structures is similar to the CORBA standard, but without the abstraction overhead used in the standardized architecture [1], [2].
The Seewolf is a bigger version of the Seebaer since it shares the propulsion concept (4 stern thrusters, one vertical thruster, length: 2,00 m, weight: 120 kg, Fig. 1(b)). Last year it was equipped with two lateral thrusters located near bow and stern to allow transverse movements, which are necessary for inspection of underwater structures like ship hulls, piers or sheet piles. Both Seebaer and Seewolf are currently modified with a computer module and navigation sensor in order to use them as autonomous vehicles in addition to the remote control feature.

The newest vehicle was designed by students to have an easy adaptable test vehicle for shallow waters up to 100 m and is called ExAUV (length: 0,84 m, weight: 37 kg, Fig. 1(c)). With an ROV-like shape and six thrusters to control five degrees of freedom (DOFs) it is a mobile and versatile system that can operate autonomously as well as remotely controlled. The selected construction allows the modification of thruster positions, the integration of additional sensors or mounting an underwater manipulator.

This paper will focus on the structure of the software framework developed in C++, details on the implementation including problems typically arising during adaptation of new sensor and actor hardware, the ideas of the graphical user interface and the application of ConSys on the different vehicles owned by the Fraunhofer Application Center.

2. FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE

Applying the framework and its rules during software development leads to a clean, modular software design where functional units are individual software modules. This eases the design and test of the units, but requires more effort for data transfer (inter-process communication between modules) and associated synchronization overhead. In that it is similar to other software frameworks like MOOS or ROS [3], [4]. The following statements focus on the most important differences to these frameworks.

The communication structure builds on top of the Spread Toolkit, a high performance messaging service [5]. In Spread, one or more computers form a communication group. It allows dynamical join, leave, subscribe and unsubscribe operations from distributed applications. Messages can be served in unreliable, reliable or safe manner (more types applicable), bindings for a large number of programming languages are available.

For the ConSys software modules the messaging system and its configuration is transparent - changes to message delivery settings or network configurations are handled in the toolkit. Modules need to connect to a Spread daemon (locally or centralized in the network) and join a group in order to receive ConSys messages (Fig. 3(a)).

ConSys has the capability to create so called 'shared modules'. These are started as one process and consist of all functional units configured as shared modules (Fig. 3(b)). The data transmission between these units occurs with very low latencies while the communication with other modules remains unchanged. Initially, this concept will be used for the navigation module linking the information of different sensors to form the vehicle’s position and attitude estimation.
3. ABSTRACTION LAYER

The ConSys framework introduces an operating system abstraction layer called ConSys Interface Layer (CIL) to form a platform-independent base for the software modules (Fig. 2). This layer contains the elemental elements for application programming:

- a communication class based on Spread Toolkit,
- a serial port class necessary for sensor interfacing,
- multi-thread support classes (threads, mutexes, events)
- logging facilities to save log messages from the modules,
- a module base class that incorporates the communication, configuration and message handling procedures and
- several other utility classes for easier module programming.

On top of the CIL a number of commonly used applications are implemented, for instance an application starter (starts and monitors all other modules), a system status observer (checks CPU load, memory consumption, etc.) or an universal message logger (logs messages sent via the communication channel).

Applications dealing with sensors and actuators or controlling the vehicles route require additional features that are located at the Application Interface Layer (AIL):

- The navigation library contains coordinate transformations, a serial port driver class and several sea water computation algorithms derived from [6] and [7]. Position estimation classes are available to compute the vehicle’s location and attitude based on navigation sensor inputs [8].
- The filter and controller libraries are needed for input data filtering and vehicle control and consist of state-of-the-art algorithms.
- The CAN library aggregates the Controller Area Network (CAN) drivers for different hardware interfaces and CANopen device profiles for motor controllers (DSP-402) and general I/O modules (DSP-401) [9].
- The expression library is needed for evaluation of logical expressions and primarily used by the event processor application. The event processor is configured by scripts to check statements like ((Depth < 1.0) && WifiAllowed) and to react depending on the evaluation result with the execution of a shell script or the publication of a message.
- The task library contains a number of mission tasks that can be combined to form a complex mission. The mission management application uses this library to execute a mission and to replan it if necessary [10].

All these libraries are continuously extended with algorithms, drivers and mission tasks.

4. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

Complex underwater systems like AUVs and ROVs are usually equipped with a wide range of sensors that produce a huge amount of data. This data can be automatically processed and evaluated but the user finally has to make decisions based on this information. In case of controlling a ROV, this can lead to a high cognitive load for an operator during a mission and makes it even more important to provide a graphical interface which is ergonomically designed [11].

As a matter of fact, controlling such a system with all its sensors and actuators requires an experienced
user. But it’s not always guaranteed to provide sufficient knowledge to the actual user of the system so it is very important to design the Graphical User Interface (GUI) according to well-proven guidelines (based on the DIN EN ISO 9421-110 [12]). By following these guidelines it can be guaranteed that a new user will not be confused by the system’s operating mode or by the windows design and functionality.

Based on these thoughts the aspired GUI should have the following properties:

- highly customizable for each user
- adjustable at runtime
- load and save different layouts
- provide shortcuts for experienced users
- help system for new users

4.1. Current prototype

The GUI will be implemented in Nokias QT framework [13]. This software framework was chosen because it allows porting the application onto different operating systems. Developing the GUI is done by using Microsoft® Visual Studio® but the platform for the actual application will be a Linux system.

A graphical interface should provide a better view on the data that is processed in the ConSys core. Hence, an interface between the core application and libraries was necessary. Once the data is correctly delivered to the GUI, showing this information is only design and filter process.

Right now, the current prototype is able to receive data from the ConSys framework and to show this data in a QT application. Those applications are designed as widgets which will register automatically to the corresponding ConSys application (when they are started) and receive its data. Given this approach it is clear that all sensors will have an own sensor widget that can be placed anywhere in the mainwindow. The QT widget that allows this design is called Dockwidget. These widgets can be docked to a main widget, to other sensor widgets or even moved out of the actual window to become a flowing widget. This will be very useful if one or more sensors have to be observed very intensely.

As mentioned before, each user might have own preferences in how to design the GUI. Therefore, it is necessary to save one or more certain GUI layouts and load it later as they are required. This functionality is not only helpful for the individual desires of different users but also for defining pre-assembled layouts for specific vehicles. Imagine a set of layouts for each vehicle that can be loaded at runtime by just choosing the corresponding menu item.

One of the most important widgets in the GUI will be the mission planning tool. As mentioned before, processing and evaluating the sensor data can be automated but planning the mission for the vehicle will still be done by the operator. Thus, carefully designing this application is the most important part in the GUI implementation and will be described in the next section.

4.2. Mission Planning Tool

The map interface for the current mission planning tool is based on a LGPL QT widget called QMapControl [14] but was modified for the first approach. Its native functionality can be described as follows:

- it is compatible with many map providers
- custom objects can be drawn into the map
- new objects can be added to any coordinate
- the navigation is customizable
- map tiles can be stored persistently

At first, it should be possible to add routes or missions to these maps. Therefore, new functionality was integrated that allows the user to draw new routes or missions into the map. These routes can be displayed as visual overlays to the map (see figure 4) or as textual information into an additional route editor.

This editor shows each part of the mission with its corresponding properties like the type, the ID and the start/end position of the mission segment. Obviously, as the route and the mission is getting more complex, the mission plan and its corresponding data grows rapidly.

Another disadvantage of a two-dimensional planning tool for underwater vehicles is that the information about depths has to be displayed somehow. In this prototype, depth information is stored in the mission plan as well - so experienced users can see this information in the editor. For unexperienced users the corresponding tracks or arcs are painted in the map with different colors. Figure 4 shows the encoded depth information.
In this example you can see that the mission’s operating depth at the beginning is different from the depth at the end. Taking a closer look at the editor will give the additional information that at the end of the mission the vehicle descends below the surface, then ascends to the surface and descends again at the end of the mission.

Some ideas of how to improve the User Interface are illustrated in figures 5(a) and 5(b). These conceptual pictures show the aspired type of GUI that will be finally used in our framework.

Here, the typical mission stages are shown at the top of the windows. You can see different tabs for preparation, planning and execution. This can also be extended to other stages like observation and evaluation. Each of these tabs has a certain layout and will be clearly distinguishable from each other.

Figure 5(a) shows the automated mission planning. As mentioned above, the current tool produces a huge amount of points for complex missions. An operator would need much time to set up such a complex mission. The new idea is simple: the user just inserts the start and end position (or a point of interest (POI)) and defines the type of mission (like exploration, inspection, etc.). All the other steps will be done by the application. Given the type of mission, environmental parameters (sea maps, sensor data, vehicle dynamics etc.) the tool will automatically generate a route with subtasks. In this figure, the subtasks include starting and ending the mission, transmitting the vehicle and survey special areas.

The information displayed on the screen is just the one the user entered (it can be seen at the right side of 5(a)). Reducing the information avoids the information overload of the operator and allows inexperienced users to work with the system. But it has to be guaranteed that there will be a mode available, where the operator can check the automatically generated data in order to change values manually.

As the planning is done, a user can switch to the execution tab shown in figure 5(b). Here, the current vehicle(s) are shown on the map and the most important sensor data can be displayed at the side of the window. These sensor widgets can be arranged as the operator desires. A small status control is shown at the bottom right corner of the screen. With an information display like that crucial information like battery charge status, communication link and error messages can be displayed (encoded into colors).

Special configuration files for different vehicles allow the creation of special layouts for every vehicle. Infact, none of the vehicles have identical sensor equipments. Configuring the GUI according the vehicle could be done once - with all the sensors provided - and then be saved. As the system is started, the configuration file is parsed and as soon as a certain vehicle is defined its corresponding GUI layout is automatically loaded. Registering the sensors and actuators and giving the operator the ability to work as the system is ready.

5. VEHICLE INDEPENDENT CONTROL SYSTEM

The different vehicles that will be used for evaluation of the ConSys framework have different propulsion configurations. A common data structure is defined for the controller configuration as well as for the controller set points. The controller configuration message contains the information needed to set up the low level controller of the vehicle in question:

- The control mode defines what DOFs are controlled by an automatic control algorithm (in autonomous mode all functions will be controlled and in pure teleoperated mode no one). This feature enables the assisted teleoperated mode where some degrees (e.g. course, pitch, depth) are controlled automatically and the operator can
concentrate on his primary tasks, for instance to manipulate object with an robotic arm.

- The remaining thrusters get the demanded rotational speed.\footnote{If the vehicle has control fins, the desired angles will be transmitted.} For these actuators the controlling software module sends the thruster identifiers (names) in the same sequence as it send the speed values during operation.

The controller set points message consists of:

- controller setpoints for controlled DOFs: depth, forward speed, lateral speed, course and pitch,
- rotational speed for thrusters that are not controlled.

A low level controller application is responsible for driving the actuators. Therefore it transforms the setpoints into control actions (if automatic control mode is active for one or more DOFs) or directly sends the desired rotational speed to the thrusters. The low level controller contains control modules for the different vehicles.

### 6. CONCLUSION

The software introduced in this paper could help developers and operators of ROVs and AUVs to ease their work. Using one software framework on different underwater vehicles is unique and will provide the opportunity to rapidly implement new components for an existing system. A common GUI which is designed according to Human Factors should increase the performance of the operators.
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